In regular gICA, back-reconstruction is done by projecting the extracted group-level spatial maps onto the subject-level space:
̂= (̃) + ; = 1, . . , ; = 1,2 (A. 1)
Where ̂ is the estimated source (spatial map) for subject i in group j, (. ) + denotes the pseudoinverse operator, and ̃ is the sub-matrix corresponding to subject i in group j from row-wise partitioning of the group level de-whitening matrix (̃) + :
Appendix B. Back-reconstruction within SSICA framework
The three-level data reduction in SSICA is summarized as follows: This will result in the back-reconstruction formula for the SSICA algorithm:
̂= ( ̂) + ; = 1, . . , , = 1, 2 (B. 9)
